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Watch: America’s non-recessionary
recession
With today's surprisingly good news on US inflation - read all about it
here - we're convinced we're going to see a big growth jump in the
States next quarter. But with the Fed determined to raise interest
rates still further, our James Knightley in New York says recessionary
forces may start swirling again in early 2023

America’s non-recessionary recession

US inflation's falling, not least because of lower oil prices, demand is strong as is the labour market.
So even though America's in a technical recession, it certainly doesn't feel like it. ING's James
Knightley is positive we're going to see a growth rebound later this year. But he says the Fed is still
prepared to sacrifice growth to fight rising prices, so real recessionary forces may feel a little
stronger in the new year.

Watch video

https://think.ing.com/articles/us-inflation-has-passed-the-peak-fed-fuel-prices-food-america/
https://think.ing.com/articles/watch-why-americas-recession-doesnt-quite-feel-like-a-recession/?utm_campaign=August-10_watch-why-americas-recession-doesnt-quite-feel-like-a-recession&utm_medium=email&utm_source=emailing_article#playvideo1
https://think.ing.com/articles/watch-why-americas-recession-doesnt-quite-feel-like-a-recession/?utm_campaign=August-10_watch-why-americas-recession-doesnt-quite-feel-like-a-recession&utm_medium=email&utm_source=emailing_article#playvideo1
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This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of ING Bank N.V. (“ING”) solely for information
purposes without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group
(being for this purpose ING Group N.V. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the publication is not an
investment recommendation and it is not investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any financial
instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING
does not represent that it is accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss
arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s),
as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person
for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431 Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom
this information is approved and/or communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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